Efìm I. Zelmanov f(m, p k ) for the class of nilpotency of all m-generated groups G of exponent p k .
Consider the lower central series G = 71(G) > yi(G) > • • • > y s (G) = (l),7i+i(G) = (yt(G), G), 1 < i < S, and the direct sum of abelian groups

L y (G)= S @ yi (G)/y i+1 (G).
1=1
Brackets [aiy i+i (G) ,bjy j+1 
(G)] = (ai,bj)y i+ j +1 (G), where a t e yt(G),bj e jj(G),(, )
is the group commutator, define the structure of a Lie ring on L y (G) (cf. [4] , [12, 34, 48] ). It is obvious that the Lie ring L y (G) has the same class of nilpotency as the group G. If G is generated by elements xi,...,x m then L y (G) is generated by x t y 2 (G), 1 < z < m.
If n = p is a prime number then L y (G) is an algebra over the field Z p , \Z p \ = p, which satisfies Engel's identity [... [y,x\,x] ,...,x) = 0 F p _i v p-i (cf. [35] ). Thus The Problem for groups of prime exponent has been reduced to the following problem in Lie algebras: is it true that a Lie algebra over Z p , which satisfies Engel's identity F p -i, is locally nilpotent?
The last problem was successfully solved by A. P. Kostrikin [27, 28] [3] ) formulated two problems for nil algebras which were similar to Burnside's problems.
The General Kurosh-Levitzky Problem: Is every finitely generated nil algebra nilpotent? The (Ordinary) Kurosh-Levitzky Problem: Is every finitely generated nil algebra of bounded degree nilpotent?
Actually it was a counterexample to the General Kurosh-Levitzky Problem which was constructed in the paper, [9] of E. S. Golod, then this counterexample was used to construct the first counterexample to the General Burnside Problem. Remark that so far it remains the only counterexample to the General KuroshLevitzky Problem.
For the (Ordinary) Kurosh-Levitzky Problem we have a quite different situation. Unlike Group Theory it has only positive solutions in all important classes of algebras. To appreciate the impact this problem had on the Ring Theory let us mention that N. Jacobson's Structure Theory of Algebras was stimulated by the Kurosh Problem and I. Kaplansky introduced the concept of a Pi-algebra in search of the most general conditions which ensure the positive solution of the Problem. The following result (in its final form) was due to I. Kaplansky [23] .
Theorem. A finitely generated nil algebra which satisfies a polynomial identity is nilpotent.
In 1956 A. I. Shirshov suggested another purely combinatorial direct approach to the Kurosh-Levitzky Problem.
Theorem (A. I. Shirshov [43]). Suppose that an associative algebra A is generated by elements xi,...,x r and assume that (1) A satisfies a polynomial identity of degree n, (2) every monomial in {x,} of degree < n is nilpotent. Then A is nilpotent.
It is very important that the nilpotency assumption here is imposed not on every element of A, but only on the monomials in the generators (even on a finite collection of them). Now let us turn to Lie algebras. It is natural to call an element a E L nilpotent if the operator ad (a) is nilpotent. With this definition both KuroshLevitzky problems become meaningful for Lie algebras. Moreover, by the results of G Higman and I. N. Sanov (cf. above) the Lie algebra L(G) of a finite group G of exponent p" satisfies the assumptions of the Kurosh-Levitzky Problem in the form of A. I. Shirshov (the role of monomials is played by commutators).
In [52, 43] we solved this problem for those Lie algebras which satisfy the linearized Engel's identity £". * Actually Kurosh's Problem concerned algebraic algebras but we consider only the important case of nil algebras. [7] ). The announced classification of finite simple groups (cf. [10] ) implies that the Restricted Burnside Problem has a positive solution for groups of arbitrary exponent. Now we shall try to explain briefly the idea of the proof of Theorem 1.
In [50] we proved that to prove Theorems 1, 2 it suffices to prove that a restricted (in the sense of N. Jacobson [18] ) Lie algebra over an infinite field, which satisfies an Engel's identity, is locally nilpotent. An element a of a Lie algebra L is called sandwich if
[[L,a],a]=0, [[[L,a],L],a]=0
(cf. A. I. Kostrikin, [27] ). In case of odd characteristics the second equality easily follows from the first one, however if char = 2 then both conditions are necessary. We call a Lie algebra a sandwich algebra if it is generated by a finite collection of sandwiches. The following theorem is due to A. I. Kostrikin and the author.
Theorem About Sandwich Algebras [49]. A sandwich Lie algebra is nilpotent.
This theorem suggests the following plan of attack on Theorem 1 (which has been outlined in [50] ). Assume that there exists a nonzero Lie algebra L over an infinite field K which satisfies an Engel's identity but isn't locally nilpotent. Then taking the factor-algebra of L modulo its locally nilpotent radical (cf. [ e L} is an ideal in L. By the theorem about sandwich algebras the ideal Kf(L) is locally nilpotent which contradicts our assumption.
However one year of effort didn't bring us a desired sandwich-valued polynomial (its existence a posteriori follows from Theorem 1). Instead in November of 1988 we constructed an even sandwich-valued superpolynomial /, which means that for a Lie superalgebra L = Lo + L\ satisfying the superization of E n every value of / is a sandwich of Lo. It turned out to be a good substitute of sandwichvalued polynomials. The sketch of this rather complicated construction appeared in [51] , Unfortunately it worked only for characteristics =^2,3.
In January of 1989 we constructed another "generalized" nonzero sandwichvalued polynomials (this time involving "divided powers" of ad-operators), their full linearizations being ordinary polynomials. Every value of such a full linearization is a linear combination of sandwiches. This approach worked for any p (cf. [52, 53] ).
Some lengthy computations from the proof (which are really hard to read) may be explained within the framework of Jordan Algebra Theory (cf, [19, 20] ). We shall demonstrate the idea for the simpler case p ^ 2,3. The first (less computational) part of the construction of a sandwich-valued polynomial is a construction of a polynomial / such that f(L) ^ 0 and for an arbitrary element a G f(L) we have ad (a) 3 . Then for an arbitrary element e e 2L~ the operation x o y = [x,c,y];x,y e £+, defines the structure of a Jordan algebra on £ + (cf. [5, 19, 22, 25] ). The pair of subspaces (J~, J+) is a so-called Jordan pair (cf. [32, 38] ).
For p = 2 or p = 3 we define 2r and J + with the divided powers of adjointoperators and apply Kevin McCrimmon's Theory of Quadratic Jordan Algebras ( [20, 36, 37] ).
For odd p we managed to translate Jordan arguments into the language of elementary computations in [52] . For p = 2 this substitute didn't work so Jordan Pairs and Algebras played an important role in our paper [53] . However, recently M. Vaughan-Lee succeeded in getting rid of Jordan Algebra Theory even in the case p = 2.
Not much is known about the upper bound for classes of nilpotency of rgenerated finite groups of exponent p (let alone the exponent p k ,k > 1). S. I. Adian and N. N. Repin [1] proved that it grows at least exponentially with respect to p. For comparison let us mention the recent result of A. Belov which asserts that there exists a constant a such that an arbitrary r-generated associative ring which satisfies the identity x" = 0 is nilpotent of degree < r a ".
Conjecture. There exists a constant oc such that an arbitrary r-generated finite group of exponent p is nilpotent of class < r • a p .
Residually Finite Groups and Compact Groups
The following generalization of Theorem 1 solves the Kurosh-Levitzky Problem (in Shirshov's form) in the class of Lie Pi-algebras.
Theorem 3.
Suppose that a Lie algebra L is generated by a finite subset X e L, \X\ =m and assume that (1) L satisfies a polynomial identity of degree n, ( 
2) for an arbitrary commutator Q on X of weight < h(m, n) the operator ad (Q) is nilpotent. Then L is nilpotent.
This theorem has some applications to the General Burnside Problem in group varieties and to compact groups. It is well known that there are counterexamples to the General Burnside Problem even among residually finite p-groups (such are the counterexamples of E. S. Golod and R. I. Grigorchuk). However Theorem 3 implies Theorem 4. A residually finite p-group which satisfies a nontrivial group identity is locally finite.
Apparently this theorem can be generalized from p-groups to periodic groups in the spirit of the theorem of P. Hall and G. Higman [14] .
The assumption of a nontrivial identity can be further weakened to the "infinitesimal" assumption that the adjoint Lie algebra L(G) is PL The last assertion in its turn is related to the General Burnside Problem for compact groups. V. P. Platonov conjectured that periodic compact (Hausdorff) groups are locally finite. J. S. Wilson [47] proved that (under the assumption that there are finitely many simple sporadic groups) it suffices to prove the conjecture for pro-p-groups. That's what is done in the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Every periodic pro-p-group is locally finite.
Indeed, let G be a periodic pro-p-group. Consider the closed subsets G(") = {g e G\g pH = 1}, G = UG{n). By Baire's Category theorem one of the subsets G( w ) contains some neighborhood, that is G(") => gH, where if is a normal subgroup of G of finite index. Then we show that every finitely generated subgroup of H which is invariant under conjugation by g, satisfies an "infinitesimal" identity.
From Theorem 5 combined with [47] and with what is known about locally finite groups [15, 24] there follows
